The CP asymmetry in τ → KSπντ , as measured by the BaBar collaboration, differs from the Standard Model prediction by 2.8σ. Most non-standard interactions do not allow for the required strong phase needed to produce a non-vanishing CP asymmetry, leaving only new tensor interactions as a possible mechanism. We demonstrate that, contrary to previous assumptions in the literature, the crucial interference between vector and tensor phases is suppressed by at least two orders of magnitude due to Watson's final-state-interaction theorem. Furthermore, we find that the strength of the relevant CP -violating tensor interaction is strongly constrained by bounds from the neutron electric dipole moment and D-D mixing. These observations together imply that it is extremely difficult to explain the current τ → KSπντ measurement in terms of physics beyond the Standard Model originating in the ultraviolet.
INTRODUCTION
The presence of the baryon asymmetry in the universe is one clear indication that there has to be physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics [1] , since CP violation within the SM, originating solely from the CKM matrix [2] , is far too small to explain the observed asymmetry [3, 4] . This need for additional CP violation renders CP -violating observables particularly interesting probes of beyond-the-SM (BSM) physics, with potentially profound implications for the SM and the physics of the early universe.
CP violation was first observed in the neutral kaon system [5] . K 0 andK 0 mix into the mass eigenstates K S and K L , which decay predominantly into 2π and 3π, respectively. However, K 0 -K 0 oscillations induce the CPviolating decays K L → ππ at a level of O(10 −3 ). In addition to this indirect mechanism, the SM also permits direct CP violation, suppressed by another three orders of magnitude compared to indirect CP violation [6, 7] .
The focus of this article is the CP asymmetry in the decay width Γ of τ → K S πν τ
.
In the SM the dominant contribution again arises indirectly from K 0 -K 0 mixing [8] , and the same statement holds for the analogous decays of D mesons [9] 
where the experimental number refers to the average of [10] [11] [12] [13] , see [14] . In fact, the amplitude governing the indirect CP violation can be extracted very accurately from semileptonic kaon decays [15] 
where ℓ = e, µ, and, neglecting small corrections from direct CP violation,
In each case, the signs follow from analyzing the quark content: for K L → π − ℓ + ν ℓ and τ + → π + K Sντ the neutral kaon is produced as K 0 =sd, while D + → π + K S requiresK 0 =ds (in this case, however, there are corrections from the Cabibbo-suppressed decay mode [16] ). Indeed, for the D-meson decay the corresponding prediction A D,SM CP = −3.32(6)×10 −3 agrees well with the experimental result (2) . In contrast, while earlier searches had not found evidence for CP violation [17, 18] , the latest result by the BaBar collaboration [19] A τ,exp CP = −3.6(2.3)(1.1) × 10 −3 (5) revealed a striking disagreement with the SM prediction. As pointed out in [20] , since the intermediate K S is reconstructed in terms of a final-state π + π − pair with invariant mass around M K and a decay time consistent with the K S lifetime, the prediction (4) might be altered by the exact experimental conditions. However, the corresponding shift to A τ,SM CP = 3.6(1) × 10 −3 even slightly increases the discrepancy to 2.8σ [19] .
Optimistically, this tension could be considered a hint for BSM physics and it is natural to ask in a first step whether it is possible to account for the difference with non-standard interactions. In general, for producing a non-vanishing CP asymmetry one needs the interference of two amplitudes
with relative strong and weak phases δ s = δ 
Here theĀ j denote the amplitudes with opposite weak phase. As argued in [21] [22] [23] , due to the lack of a strong phase, this excludes an explanation using scalar operators, but new tensor interactions were found to be admissible. In this paper we will demonstrate that this conclusion relies on erroneous assumptions for the πK tensor form factor, provide the corrected expression of the CP asymmetry in terms of the tensor Wilson coefficient, and study the consequences for a possible BSM explanation of (5).
KINEMATICS AND CONVENTIONS
We define momenta according to
with invariant mass s = (p K + p π ) 2 of the πK system. In the following, we are only interested in the singlydifferential decay rate dΓ/ds, which is obtained after integrating over the remaining angular dependence of the three-body phase space.
For effective operators and form factors we largely follow the conventions of [24] . Due to parity conservation in the K → π matrix elements it suffices to consider the effective Lagrangian
where the Fermi constant G F and the CKM element V us have been factored out, and we have ignored all operators that vanish in the absence of right-handed neutrinos. The Wilson coefficients are defined at the weak scale in such a way that in the SM c V (M W ) = −c A (M W ) = 1 and all others equal to zero. The hadronic matrix elements are parameterized via form factors
where
Taking everything together, we obtain for the differential decay width for τ − → K S π − ν τ (see also [21, 25, 26] )
S EW = 1.0194 [27] [28] [29] encodes the electroweak running down to m τ , and
In the SM case c V = −c A = 1 (and c S = c P = c T = 0) this reduces to
The general decomposition of the decay width (12) already shows why the scalar-vector (pseudoscalar-axialvector) interference encoded in S(s) (P (s)) cannot produce a CP asymmetry: the hadronic form factor f 0 (s) factorizes, so that the relative strong phase vanishes. This leaves the interference with the tensor operator in V (s) and A(s) as the only possible source for a strong phase.
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Upon neglecting direct CP violation in the SM, the total CP asymmetry can be written as [21] 
1 The interference of vector and scalar operator could still contribute to the CP asymmetry due to long-distance QED corrections [30] . We estimate |A τ,BSM CP | < ∼ 10 −4 |Im c S |, which is strongly suppressed due to the kinematic factor ξ(s), see (15) , the suppression of f 0 (s) compared to f + (s), and the QED factor O(α/π). The branching ratio for τ → K S πντ itself already excludes |Im c S | > ∼ 1, so that even without further input the scalar contribution to A τ CP is of little phenomenological relevance.
Moreover, δ w T denotes the phase of c T relative to c V = −c A = 1, and δ + (s), δ T (s) are the phases of f + (s) and B T (s).
HADRONIC FORM FACTORS
In [21] it was assumed that B T (s) is constant in such a way that only the phase of f + (s) remains and produces a sizable CP asymmetry via (17) . That this assumption is incorrect can be argued in several ways. In the context of a vector-meson-dominance picture, the form factor f + (s) is dominated by the isospin-I = 1/2, spin-1 resonances K * (892) and the K * (1410), Breit-Wigner (BW) approximations of which are indeed used to parameterize the experimental decay width for the τ → K S πν τ process [31] . However, spin-1 resonances can be described equivalently by vector or antisymmetric tensor fields [32, 33] , so that the same resonances that contribute to f + (s) will appear in B T (s) as well, most notably the K * (892). Beyond the model approach, this conclusion can be derived by analyzing the unitarity relation for the form factors. For the vector current, such constraints from dispersion relations are frequently used to derive a parameterization of the form factor with good analytic properties [30, [34] [35] [36] [37] . In particular, πK intermediate states generate an imaginary part according to
where the πK partial waves f I l (s) (with angular momentum l) obey the elastic unitarity relation
and can thus be parameterized in terms of the πK phase shifts δ
The unitarity relation for the form factor (19) then implies that, in the elastic region, the phase of f + (s) has to coincide with δ 1/2 1 (s), a manifestation of Watson's final-state theorem [38] . In this way, δ 1/2 1 (s) can be considered a model-independent implementation of the K * (892), which indeed decays almost exclusively to the Kπ channel.
In fact, the tensor form factor obeys the exact same unitarity relation
which simply reflects the fact that the K * (892) is equally well described by a vector or an antisymmetric tensor field. The relation (22) can be derived explicitly from the πK loop integral using standard Cutkosky rules. To actually construct a parametrization for B T (s) this relation is not sufficient because it does not determine the normalization. However, it shows that as long as πK states dominate the unitarity relation, the phases of f + (s) and B T (s) are identical, so that the corresponding CP asymmetry vanishes. This statement is exact as long as inelastic states, most notably ππK, are negligible. The next resonance, K * (1410) decays predominantly via K * (1410) → K * (892)π → Kππ, and this indeed requires inelastic contributions that will result in a nonvanishing CP asymmetry. Given the dominance of the K * (892) resonance, the cancellation in the elastic region will strongly suppress the amount of CP asymmetry that a tensor operator can produce.
Empirically, information on the form factor f + (s) can be derived from the τ → πK S ν τ spectrum [31] , which is strongly dominated by the K * (892) resonance. For the modulus of the form factors in (17) we can therefore ignore any inelastic corrections and use the elastic solution of the unitarity relation 
The phase shift δ(s) can be identified with δ 1/2 1 (s), and be approximated by a BW phase with parameters as determined in [31] . The resulting modulus is virtually indistinguishable from the experimental fit below the K * (1410) resonance, see Fig. 1 , and the relative size of the two resonance peaks serves as an indication for the size of the inelastic effects.
The phase δ + (s) cannot be directly taken from experiment, which is only sensitive to the modulus, and its extraction requires the use of a fit function that preserves the analytic structure of the form factor. This is not the case for the fit function used in [31] (a superposition of BW functions with complex coefficients), see Fig. 2 , and indeed the corresponding phase cannot be physical because it does not vanish at threshold and violates Watson's theorem long before the K * (1410) can possibly have an effect. Still, the deviation between the phase found to be compatible with the spectrum [31] (blue dotdashed line in Fig. 2) , and the elastic phase (red dashed line in Fig. 2 ) provides a useful indication of the size of inelastic effects. As a simple estimate of the inelastic contribution δ inel + (s) to δ + (s) we add the BW phase for K * (1410) → K * (892)π with a coefficient that allows for a similar phase motion in the vicinity of the K * (1410), to arrive at the band shown in Fig. 2 (consistent with more refined estimates along the lines of [30, [34] [35] [36] [37] ).
Assuming that inelastic contributions in δ T (s) are of similar size (but potentially opposite in sign), we take δ + (s) − δ T (s) ∼ 2δ inel + (s). With this at hand, using BR(τ → K S πν τ ) = 4.04(13) × 10 −3 [31] , B T (0)/f + (0) = 0.676(27) from lattice QCD [40] (see [41] for an earlier calculation), and f + (0)|V us | = 0.2165(4) as well as particle masses and couplings from [15] (see also [42] ), we estimate for the CP asymmetry (17)
about two orders of magnitude less than for the maximum hadronic phase assumed in [21] .
LIMITS ON Im cT
To further appraise (25) we now turn to phenomenological constraints on Im c T . By exploiting SU (2) invariance of the weak interactions very strong limits follow from the electric dipole moment (EDM) of the neutron and D-D mixing, as we will demonstrate in the following.
At a high scale Λ ≫ v, where v = 246 GeV is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field, the tensor operator contributing to τ → K S πν τ arises from the following SU (3)×SU (2)×U (1) gauge-invariant Lagrangian
where L L and q L denote the lepton and quark SU (2) L doublets, e R and u R are the charged lepton and up-quark SU (2) L singlets, i, j are SU (2) L indices, and a, b, c, d are generation indices. 2 The tensor operator in (9) is generated from
where R = (1 + γ 5 )/2, in the second line terms involving the charm and top quark have been neglected, and the Wilson coefficient C 3321 is related to c T by
In this way, SU (2) symmetry relates the tensor operator relevant for τ → K S πν τ to a neutral current operator involving the τ and the up quark only. The renormalization group evolution [45] of this operator then produces an up-quark EDM d u (µ),
via the diagram shown in Fig. 3 . Solving the RG following [46] [47] [48] we find
2 In the notation of [43, 44] this is the operator Q Using the 90% C.L. bound
−26 e cm [49, 50] and the recent lattice result [51] g u T (µ = 2 GeV) = −0.233(28) we obtain (µ τ = 2 GeV)
where the last inequality holds for Λ > ∼ 100 GeV. This bound is based on the assumption that there are no other contributions to the neutron EDM canceling the effect of c T . However, for values of Im c T (µ τ ) ∼ 0.1 required to explain the tau CP asymmetry, the c T contribution alone would predict a neutron EDM four orders of magnitude larger than the current bound, requiring an extraordinary cancellation at the level of one part in 10 4 . Such a cancellation could in principle occur with operators related to the flavor structure C 3311 in (26) , since the neutron EDM is sensitive to the combination V ud Im c 
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T is defined analogously to (28) . However, yet another combination appears in D-D mixing, which is very sensitive to the imaginary part of the Wilson coefficients (as for example defined in [52] )
where we have neglected the effect of external momenta, i.e. the mass of the charm quark. Using the global fit of [53] and assuming the phase of V cd c
T + V cs c
21
T to be equal to φ = ±π/4, 3 this leads to the situation depicted in Fig. 4 . Since (32) requires the insertion of two effective operators, the leading contribution here is of dimension 8, while in an ultraviolet complete model there is in general already a dimension-6 contribution, making the bounds from D-D mixing even stronger than the one shown in Fig. 4 . To evade all bounds, one would therefore not 3 In general, the constraint is diluted by | tan φ| and therefore disappears for φ = ±π/2. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this article we examined non-standard contributions to the CP asymmetry in τ → K S πν τ . We find that at the dimension 6 level only the tensor operator can lead to direct CP violation, with negligible QED corrections from the scalar operator. However, the effect of the tensor operator is much smaller than previously estimated as a consequence of Watson's final-state-interaction theorem. Therefore, a very large imaginary part of the Wilson coefficient of the tensor operator would be required in order to account for the current tension between theory and experiment. In fact, we find in a model-independent analysis that this is in general in conflict with the bounds from the neutron EDM and D-D mixing, making a BSM explanation (realized above the electroweak breaking scale) highly improbable.
Nonetheless, a confirmation of the current BABAR measurement by Belle and/or Belle II would have intriguing consequences. In the absence of fine tuning, it would point towards the existence of light BSM physics (realized below the electroweak breaking scale) so that our model-independent bounds could be evaded. We hope that the present analysis provides additional motivation to pursue such a measurement.
